Patterns of drug prescription for Japanese cedar pollinosis using a clinical vignette questionnaire.
Although prescribed drugs directly affect patient outcome, the variation in physicians' attitudes towards drug therapy for cedar pollinosis has not been quantitatively assessed. This research investigated the prescription patterns of drugs for cedar pollinosis by ear, nose, and throat specialists (ENTs), general physicians (GPs) and internal medicine doctors (IMs) in Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan. A cross-sectional study was conducted by mailing questionnaires to 532 physicians in autumn 2006. The main part of the questionnaire constituted clinical vignettes of pollinosis cases with nasal and ocular symptoms ranging from mild to severe. We requested that the physicians fill out prescription medications they considered appropriate for each vignette. Responses from 172 physicians (32%) for six clinical vignettes were analyzed. The number of drugs prescribed by ENTs was significantly higher than that by GPs and IMs for vignettes representing moderate to severe cases (p < 0.004). The percentage of physicians who said they would prescribe nasal corticosteroid and eye drops was higher in the ENT group compared to the other two groups in these vignettes. In terms of second-generation antihistamines, no differences were observed between the three groups for all vignettes. Our investigation suggested that, compared to ENTs, GPs and IMs have a lower tendency to concomitantly prescribe drugs for localized treatment such as nasal corticosteroids and eye drops with oral medication. There may be differences in prescription patterns of drugs for pollinosis between ENTs and non-specialist physicians.